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Entropy Rate and Protability of Tehnial Analysis:Experiments on the NYSE US 100 Stoks ∗Niolas NAVETLORIA-INRIABP 239, 54506, Vandoeuvre, FraneE-mail: nnavetloria.frShu-Heng CHENAI-ECON Researh Center, NCCUTaipei, Taiwan 11623E-mail: hhennu.edu.twThe entropy rate of a dynami proess measures the unertainty that remainsin the next information produed by the proess given omplete knowledge ofthe past. It is thus a natural measure of the diulty to predit the evolutionof the proess. The rst question investigated here is whether stok prie timeseries exhibit temporal dependenies that an be measured through entropyestimates. Then we study the extent to whih the return of nanial tradingrules is orrelated with the entropy rates of the prie time series. Experimentsare onduted on EOD data of the stoks omposing the NYSE US 100 indexduring period 2000-2006, with the use of geneti programming to indue thetrading rules.Keywords: Entropy estimate, surrogate testing, geneti programming, nanialtrading rules, NYSE.1. Entropy EstimateEntropy estimate is a eld of investigation that has been very ative overthe last 10 years, one of the reason being the ruial pratial importaneof information-theoreti tehniques in the advanes of neurosiene and,in partiular, in the understanding of how the brain works. Methods forestimating entropy rate an be roughly lassied in two main lasses:4
∗This is a slightly edited version of a paper published at the 6th International Confereneon Computational Intelligene in Eonomis and Finane (CIEF2007), Salt-Lake City,USA, July 18-24, 2007. Contat author: Niolas Navet.
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• Plug-in (or maximum-likelihood) estimators that basially onsist inevaluating the empirial distribution of all words of xed length in thedata, for instane by onstruting an n-th order Markov Chain, and al-ulating the entropy of its distribution. Unfortunately, the sample sizethat is needed inreases exponentially in the length of the words and, inpratie, plug-in methods are not well suited to apture medium or longrange dependenies. In the ontext of nanial time-series, we annot ruleout that there are medium or long range dependenies, after all this isthe assumption underlying many trading strategies, and thus we hooseto not measure entropy with an estimator belonging to that family.
• Estimators based on data ompression algorithms, either estimatorsbased on Lempel-Ziv (ZV, see for instane Ref. 3,8) or the Context-Tree Weighting algorithm (see Ref. 6,12). Both approahes have beenshown4,5 to have fast onvergene rates (i.e. they are aurate even witha limited amount of observations) and to be able to apture medium andlong-range dependenies.1.1. ĥSM entropy rate estimatorIn this study, we use an estimator belonging to the Lempel-Ziv lass thathas been proposed in Ref. 8 (estimator a) from Theorem 1 in Ref. 8 - asin Ref. 7, it will be named ĥSM in the following). Let n be the size of timeseries s and si the symbol at loation i in s, the ĥSM estimator is denedas:
ĥSM =
(
1
n
n
∑
i=1
Λni
)
−1
log
2
n (1)where Λn
i
is the length of the shortest substring starting at position sithat does not appear as a ontiguous substring of the previous i symbols
si−n, ..., si−1.This estimator, whih is well known and often used in the literature (see,for instane, Ref. 7), has been shown in Ref. 8 to have better statistialproperties and performanes that earlier Lempel-Ziv estimators. To getfurther ondene in the eieny of ĥSM , we measured the entropy rateof a sample made of independent draws of a uniform random variable Ptaking its value in the set {1, 2, ..., 8}. The theoretial entropy is equal to
H(P ) = −
∑
8
i=1
(1/8) log2(1/8) = 3. The entropy estimate depends on thesize of the sample, the quality of the random number generator and theeieny of the entropy estimator. Using ĥSM with a sample of size 10000,
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3the entropy estimate is equal to 2.96 with the random generator from theboost C++ library10 , whih demonstrates the quality of the estimator sine
3 is the best that an be obtained with a perfet random generator.1.2. Entropy of NYSE US 100 stoksHere we estimate the entropy of the daily prie time series of thestoks omposing the NYSE US 100 index (omposition of the indexan be found at url http://www.nyse.om/marketinfo/indexes/nyid_omponents.shtml). The data is proessed so that the data points are thelog ratios between onseutive daily losing pries: rt = ln(pt/pt−1) andpoints are then further disretized into 8 distint states. The boundary be-tween states are hosen so that eah state is assigned the same number ofdata points (homogeneous partitioning). This design hoie has the ad-vantage that the model is parameter free and thus no heuristi deision thatmay hange the onlusion reahed is required. Furthermore, this experi-mental setup proved to be very eient at revealing the randomness of theoriginal data, whih is the main quality riterion for partition shemes.11
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the entropy rate of the stoks omposing the NYSE US 100 index(log. ratios of onseutive daily losing pries). A normal distribution of same mean andstandard deviation is plotted for omparison. The referene period is 2000 − 2006.The distribution of entropy rate for the stoks of NYSE US 100 index
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4between from 01/01/2000 to 31/12/2006 is shown on gure 1. The minimumvalue is 2.68, the median 2.75, the mean 2.75 and the maximum value is 2.79.Time series have a high entropy sine the theoretial upper bound is 3 anduniformly randomly generated sample ahieve 2.90 with the same numberof data pointsa. This is not very surprising per se sine high entropy rateshas been observed even at smaller time sales (see for instane Ref. 9).The 5 stoks from NYSE US 100 index of highest entropy, identied bytheir symbol, are OXY (2.789), V LO (2.787), MRO (2.785), BAX (2.78),
WAG (2.776) and the ve stoks of lowest entropyb are TWX (2.677),
EMC (2.694), C (2.712), JPM (2.716), GE (2.723). These 10 stoks willbe onsidered in the experiments of the next setion.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of entropy rates of the original time series (left-hand graphis)and shued time series (right-hand graphis). x-axis ranges from 2.65 to 2.85 on bothgraphis.Although the entropy is high, there is evidene that the original timeseries are not random. Indeed, we ompared the entropy of the original timeaA value of 2.90 is obtained using boost C++ random generator but with the standard
rand() funtion from the C library, the entropy rate ahieved is as low as 2.77, whih isless that the entropy value of some stoks.bIt is interesting to note that the autoorrelation of the log-returns is muh larger forthe lowest-entropy stoks than for the highest-entropy stoks. Up to a lag 100, there areon average 6 autoorrelations outside the 99% ondene bands for the lowest-entropystoks versus 2 for the highest-entropy stoks. However, even for low-entropy stoks, theautoorrelation is too weak to be of any use for the purpose of foreasting.
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5series with the entropy of randomly shued variants of the original data(surrogate testing). Preisely, 100 shued time series of eah original timeseries (after disretization step) are generated and their average entropyis measured. The omplexity of the surrogate time series is greater (2.8versus 2.75) with a lower standard deviation (9 ·10−3 versus 1.9 ·10−2) anddistributed dierently as an be seen on gure 2. This provides evidenethat, at least for some stoks, there are (weak) temporal dependenies in theoriginal time series. The question addressed in the next setion is whetherGP is able to take advantage of these temporal dependenies and produeprotable trading strategies.2. Experiments with Geneti ProgrammingThe aim of the experiments is to evaluate whether there is a link between theentropy of the time series and the protability of the GP-indued tradingrules. To assess its eieny, GP is tested against a strategy that wouldonsist in making the investment deision randomly (Lottery Trading). Wefollow the methodology proposed in Ref. 2 and, in partiular, we onstrainthe randomness so that the expeted number of transations for lotterytrading is the same as for GP in order to allow a fair omparison. Hypothesistesting is performed with the Student's t-test at a 95% ondene level.Experiments are onduted on the period 2000− 2006, whih is dividedinto three setions: the training (2000−2002), validation (2003−2004) andout-of-sample test periods (2005− 2006). The trading rules are reated byGeneti Programming on the training set, then a subset of top-performingrules are further seleted on unseen data (validation set) and the best ruleon the validation set is then evaluated on the out-of-sample test period.As lassially done in the literature in terms of data-preproessing, dataare normalized with a 100-day moving average. The individuals of GP aretrading rules that deide when to enter a long position (no short sellingallowed). Exits are deided by a maximum loss stop (−5%), a prot targetstop (10%) and a 90-days stop (exit from a position that has been held forthe last 90 days). The performane metri is the net prot, with a startingequity of 100000$ and the size of eah position equal to 100% of the urrentequity. Funtions, terminals and parameters of the GP runs are indiatedin Appendix B.From the results shown in tables 1 and 2, one should onlude that, withour experimental setup, seleting the stoks of lowest entropy does not leadto a better protability for the GP indued trading rules. We atually ob-serve the opposite whih an be explained, as highlighted in Ref. 1, beause
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6 Table 1. Net return of GP and Lottery trading (LT) on the highest entropy stoks(rounded to the nearest 500$). First two olumns are the average prot with GP(20 runs) and Lottery Trading (1000 runs). Third (resp. forth) olumn indiateswhether we should rejet the hypothesis that GP (resp. LT) does not outperformLT (resp. GP) at a 5% ondene level.GP netprots LT netprots GP>LT? LT>GP?
OXY 15.5K$ 14K$ No No
V LO 7K$ 11.5K$ No No
MRO 15K$ 18.5K$ No No
BAX 24K$ 13K$ Yes No
WAG 6K$ −0.5K$ Yes NoTable 2. Net return of GP and Lottery trading (LT) on the lowest entropy stoks(same settings as table 1). Experiments onduted with the possibility of sellingshort the stoks do not show signiant improvements.GP netprots LT netprots GP>LT? LT>GP?
TWX −9K$ −1.5K$ No Yes
EMC −16.5K$ −11K$ No Yes
C 15K$ 18.5K$ No No
JPM 6K$ 10K$ No No
GE −0.5K$ 0.5K$ No NoGP is often not eient when the training interval exhibits a time seriespattern whih is signiantly dierent from the out-of-sample period (e.g.,bull versus bear, sideways versus bull, et). This is exatly what hap-pens here for the stoks of lowest entropy as an be seen on gure A1. Onthe ontrary, in the two ases (BAX and WAG) where the training periodis very similar to the test period, GP learly outperforms Lottery trading.This suggests to us that improvements an be made by rethinking the datadivision sheme and oming up with riteria to selet stoks that wouldintegrate a measure of the dissimilarity between urrent and past marketonditions.3. Conlusion and Future WorkIt has been shown that the EOD prie time series of the NYSE U.S. 100stoks do not all have equal entropies and, by surrogate testing, that thereare some weak temporal dependenies in the time series. Next step was totest the hypothesis that seleting the stoks of lowest entropy, the ones withthe most preditable prie time series, would lead to less risky investments.In the experiments, we did not observe that this hypothesis holds.
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7Reent studies (e.g. Ref. 4,7) have shown that Context Tree Weight-ing (CTW) entropy estimators often lead to faster onvergene rates thanLempel-Ziv based estimators. Sine, samples of daily data are of small size,the use of CTW may lead to some some improvements, although what is re-ally ruial here is not the preise entropy estimate but the relative orderingbetween distint time series.Here, empirial evidenes suggest to us that preditability is neithera neessary or suient ondition for protability. The preditability testonly tells us the existene of temporal patterns, but does not give furtherinformation on how easy or diult it is to disover the pattern. There-fore, preditability may not neessarily lead to protability. On the otherhand, we observed on two series of high entropy that it was possible toome up with eient trading rules. As the large literature on the subjetsuggests, preditability has a multi-dimensional desription, and only onemeasure of preditability may not be enough to apture all of its attribute.We think that further study about the relation between preditability andprotability should not rest upon only a single measure.In this study we restrain ourselves to the stoks omposing the NYSEUS 100 beause they are of primary interest for investors. The stoks arevery liquid and have huge apitalizations (47% of the entire market apital-ization of US ompanies). It is possible that the prie time series of thesestoks share many ommon strutural harateristis, and so would not benot good andidates for a seletion tehnique based on entropy. Future ex-periments should inlude stoks of lower entropy that do not belong to theNYSE U.S. 100, and other time sales should be onsidered. In partiular,higher frequeny data would enable us to study the variations of entropyover time.Referenes1. S.-H. Chen, T.-W. Kuo, and K.-M. Hoi. Geneti programming and nanialtrading: How muh about "what we know". In C. Zopounidis, M. Doumpos,and P. M. Pardalos, editors, Handbook of Finanial Engineering. Springer,2007. Forthoming.2. S.-H. Chen and N. Navet. Pretests for geneti-programming evolved tradingprograms: zero-intelligene strategies and lottery trading. In Irwin King, JunWang, Laiwan Chan, and DeLiang L. Wang, editors, Neural InformationProessing, 13th International Conferene, ICONIP 2006, Proeedings, PartIII, volume 4234 of Leture Notes in Computer Siene, pages 450460, HongKong, China, Otober 3-6 2006. Springer.3. M. Farah, M. Noordewier, S. Savari, L. Shepp, A. Wyner, and J. Ziv. On theentropy of DNA: algorithms and measurements based on memory and rapid
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e. In SODA'95: Proeedings of the sixth annual ACM-SIAM sym-posium on Disrete algorithms, pages 4857, Philadelphia, PA, USA, 1995.Soiety for Industrial and Applied Mathematis.4. Y. Gao, I. Kontoyiannis, and E. Bienenstok. From the entropy to the sta-tistial struture of spike trains. In 2006 IEEE International Symposium onInformation Theory, pages 645649, July 2006.5. Y. Gao, Y. Kontoyiannis, and E. Bienenstok. Lempel-Ziv and CTW entropyestimators for spike trains. Slides presented at the NIPS03 Workshop on Esti-mation of entropy and information of undersampled probability distributions- Theory, algorithms, and appliations to the neural ode, Deember 2003.6. M. B. Kennel and A. I. Mees. Context-tree modeling of observed symbolidynamis. Physial Review E, 66(5):056209, Nov 2002.7. M. B. Kennel, J. B. Shlens, H. D. I. Abarbanel, and E. J. Chihilnisky. Esti-mating entropy rates with bayesian on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esses and random elds, with appli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tions on Information Theory, 44(3):13191327, 1998.9. J. W. Lee, J. B. Park, H.-H. Jo, J.-S. Yang, and H.-T. Moon. Complexity andentropy density analysis of the Korean stok market. In Proeedings of the5th International Conferene on Computational Intelligene in E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sand Finan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al Journal B -Condensed Matter and Complex Systems, 19(2):265269, February 2001.12. F. M. J. Willems, Y. M. Shtarkov, and T. J. Tjalkens. The ontext-treeweighting method: basi properties. IEEE Transations on Information The-ory, 41(3):653664, 1995.Appendix A. Prie Time Series Between Years 2000-2006The prie time series used in the experiments are shown in gures A1and A2. The rst third of the graphis is the training period, the seondthird the validation period and the last third is the test period.
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Fig. A1. Prie time series of stoks having the lowest entropies : C, EMC, GE, JPM ,
TWX.
Fig. A2. Prie time series of stoks having the highest entropies : BAX, MRO, OXY ,
V LO, WAG.Appendix B. Geneti Programming SettingsThe GP program implements strongly typed GP with the set of funtions,terminals and parameters indiated below:
• Population size: 1000, number of generations: 50
• Minimum-maximum tree depth: 7
• Funtion set: +, -, *, /, norm, average, max, min, lag, and, or, not, >,
<, if-then-else, true, false.
• Terminal set: prie, real and integer ephemeral onstants
• Value range for real onstants: [−1, 1] - value range for integer onstants:
[0, 1000]
• Osprings reated by: rossover: 50% standard mutation: 20% swap mutation: 15% reprodution: 10% ephemeral onstant mutation: 5%
• Initialization: ramp-half-and-half
• Evolution sheme: generation replaement
• Elitism: 10 best individuals are kept for the next generation
• Seletion sheme: tournament seletion of size 3
• Fitness funtion: net return
• Transation osts: 0.1%
• Number of best trees saved for validation: 10
